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ABSTRACT
basic writing Course designed dot college'fieshmea

who do not score high enough on entrance examinations to qualify for.
regular compoSition- courses emphasizes the positive 'aspeCts Of a
student's writing. The nongraded course consists of .four components:
journal writing, grammar instruction, in-class paragraph writing, and
controlled composition. -The.journals arelused to establish raPport
between students and the instructor=. instead of,gradingtte entries,
the instructor writes comments about their ccntent. Grammar
instruction involves a mastery learner mOthod.--A'test
after-each unit; if a student achieves a bertain level
considered comPletedand the ,next one. is begun. Student
achieve mastery must review the material with the instru
retested.. The. weekly paragraphs- are reviewed in tutorial
Where the students read their workS Altbd. ard-the:irstric
On 'them. If corrections are needed, the instructor asks _

rewrite In the controlled composition ccapcneit of the to the
students copy a model composition or rewrite it according to
instructions. This exercise. rovides..students with practice. im the
forms that give -them the tost-trouble And also teachs'prcofreading.
Through these'' the course elinirates the negatives of
grading and failure and presents the ptssibili y of error -free
writing. (FL)
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fEliminatin the Negatives in .Basic

I

Accentuate the positive,

Eliminate the negative,

Latch on toithe-affirmative,

Don't mess with qtr. In-Between_

The words of this-old song make a good theme for basic writing,

where.the eMphasis must be on the positive if We are to achieve any

success at all''Students come,into these courses knoWing ,without a
/

doubt that they call t write. They know it because they've been told it

repeatedly, the last time'being when---they were put into your-couilse:

"bone-head" English, remedial writing, or whatever other stigmatic'

appellation it's been given. These students talk familiarly about

their errors 'I see now where ',made my mistakes," "I'm always getting

my letters turned around," "I'can never keep those two words straight."

-.It seems'almogt in vain that we talk to them, not about mistakes, but

about appropriateness.for the level of-Usage;, and that for the most

-part their/writing is correct English usage. These are students .who

need lot of accentuating of the positive and this Dan,be .done only

'if we try, as much as possible

writing experiences.

to etIminate the negatives -in their



Eliminating the e ti ves .
Wr

'Our basic writing courses at Illinois State University are,taught

Ito colTege7fres,Men who do not score` high enough' on,

'to qualify them for.the regular fre

ance examinatiOns

man composition course. They are

advised (notL14quired) to take losic writing, credit o- course

that. does not count' towards graduation. My thinkin vhen I ta

teAching the course: was that the non-grading was
,

unfair to the students'

who wer advised into the course; since they have to'Out m_ny.hpur'end

quite-e bitof effortinto:ending up with just a ''credit" .*t the end Of

the eighteen week's. .4 mould

them that the course would pr

rationalizeqit to my stugvntsby telling

epare them for freshman Composition where

they would get a grade, and il would be a better one 4 dOn't khoW

A

what they. thought of that they probably, saw through jt."-

However, My -thinking his since changed I--.See --the,nontoradingsas.

a benefit. I dori't need tfCworvy,aboUt trying- to teach everything a't

once s-we dwinmost.compostion gasses -ihorderto.beng about
.

better writing.- And My students need only reach the U-level. They

dp have,to be concerned that they're not making A's; because there

is no-.such thing- tn this ClasS. You may be thihkilp that.the ootivation

is notthere.either and for some misplaced students it's not, but

students who need to take a course in basic writing, it takes motivation

-0
just to 'keep their we 't the C-level. So freedom from letter-grades

has these advantages: I have'a 1 semester to teach what I think needs

q 4

to be covered, and we have eli inatedone of the negativeslow grades.

My course in basic writi- consists of the following Components*

1) Weekly in-class original parag lh writing, with a model,



IR4 the Negatives

)

-sic Writing.

Control ed Compositia , at least once a week,

urnal writing three to-four eniri es per we and

.4) Grammar instruction.
.

flyintentAptalkin depth about the first two, o iginal and

but I'd like to mention the econd two just briefly.

takie up the journals

doing their in.-olass

trolled:Writing,

The journal writing is not graded,. but

once 4 week_and read them,. while the .class

tiRg and I make. comments on them. :My orentS are not of the

rectiVe type but more i n the nature of chatty replies to:th'e. content

tht page. .1 don `t mark any errors'u le e student asks me,t

find, that. the journals are akey factor -in establishing- rapporttbetween-

me and students 'Frequently. as ttr v leaveelass-en -Friday. the- first.

tht do is to Opentheir

to their titres.

are instruction I do, -hat 'because studies show it improves

but because writers need to know what., a sentence looks:

see what Vindof reply I made

conoosi

me,

all the p

hot it goes together. iihey'clon't need ti),knew the names of

s Of speech- -someb y has already tried unsuccessfull

teach them \anyway -but writers do,need to know- that sentencesere-oade

i up of sob4 _ts and verbs and prepositional phrases, and sometimes Other

)*auses--

-t common

ii:their min

need to know

dictionary:

few other things. They need to know that some of our

ts have irregular parts, but they clOn''t need to settle

once and Tor all how to tell lie fronTley het they

that they can find these irregular verb forms in the



..Eliminating the Negatives in Basic Writing

For grammarnstruction.I use themastery learning method. After

each small unit, say identification of subjects and verbs, I have a

s,,short- testa If a -stUdent achieves 85 percent mastery - -for example, no

.more -than three-wrong in 20--the unit is considered completed and the

next one is begun. If a student does not achieve mastery, we go over

the material again in onference, and when the student is ready I re-

test. Since the .units are smalL mastery is.generally achieved at this

point if-not earlier. There ard-iie failures,-another .negative-elimi-

-nated, Working within the context of a non-graded course makes the

mastery method possible.

Integral to my method of grading compositions is the tutorial

conference, which- i.a major component of the basic writing classes as

taught under the High Potential Students Program at I.S.U. Built into

Our. course iv a half-hour weekly conferenCe with all of our students.

YOu'rethinking tha-Cseither a staggering teaching load or else we

don't have veryMany students,'Well, actually both are true. During

the regolar,semester we teach three classes of fifteen students each..

The classes -are softie combination of freshman comp-and basic writing,

s _

but all f2rIy-fivestudents are tutored by, us, their teachers, -During

our first semester under -this load, we found -toward the end that we were

getting sick, tired,' and barely dragging ourselves into the office in

the morning. There wasn't enough time for class, preparation, various

administrative duties that we 'all have, and reading all the papers we

assigned. But I've %ince found that after the first week or two I donht

need to see my:stud tits every week. Every two weeks is just as effec-
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Next to that discovery,- t _e iggest time-saving device I've tome

'up. with is not readihg the papers - -not until the studehta..come in for

conference, that is. Then we rea_ hem together. I use

of grading for both basic writing and freshman co_ p ssays... In basic

writing, these papers are-paragraphs, generally au a-page in length,

written on an assigned topic and after a-model paragraph. The thought

A-
'andcontept are- original,- but the paragraph structure is pattern

e
d:

r

is method

topic sentence, distusslon, and concluding sentence.

When the student comes in for tutorial conference, I get out the

paper, which I haven't yet read, and ask him or her to read it aloud;

This gives the student a,chance to take a fresh look tat themOrk,

any changes desired, and it gives me the opportunity to think aboU

.content-structure, development, continuity and the point it makes--7

without the distractiorof misspelled words or comma splices. ,Then I

share my judgments with the student. There ls. Always something positive

that can be said about the content. flIf there is a weakness, say in

development or structure, I pOint it but and tell the Student we'll see

as we go through the paper together how the writing could have been

strengthened.

Then we start back at the'beginning, reading the paper together.

I tell the student, "Now that weknow what it says,,let's see_how it.

looks on paper." When we come to an-error, I point itADLi_ explain

-why the usage is not correct, and then try to involve the student in

Rchanging it, either suggesting the correct form or chooSing between

alternatives. Sometimes the usage is is.a question not of correctness but

of Appropriate ess. Then I point out that since:writing is'at slightly
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more formal levelithan casual speech, a-nuther, form would be better.-.

The student usually knows what the form is, and suggests it

qty the err is brought abouttimply,by the fact that it's, on

paper, and I remind the student that writing is different frop see

that-inspeech we don't have to spell, and we punctuate naturally,

with our voide level. I ask him-or her to listen for the drop in voice

at the end of.a sentence (a period') and at the moderate drdps-Within,

the -sentences (commas

The explanation sTnot foolproof and may not help punctuat

very. much, but atlast theAtudents begin to get the idea that there

is some rationalitY,behind the mai'ks we winkle our sentendds with

n

'017

and that most of tqa time they speak correct sentence's'. I -reni nd

students of how much they know,about grammar, thatthey knew.nost4o

it- before -they started school, and that their trouble'spetS.are rela

tively few and mainly-connected with writing. never attempt to-:change

or-correct their sO ,ch. 1am their` writing teacher, and if ,1 can teach
r.

them.to write well, they'll. speak well too when they want. to,
, .

After the student and I have gone over the paper together,

Aisually ask for a rewrite with. the suggested changes. I have the

Original returned with the revision, and,I grade the revision, - balancing

\--its quality with that of the original.. This delayed grading I'm sure

you.will notice, gets around the sttky task of affixing a grade on th

paper it the student's presence, which is the hardest part of grading

papers in conference. UsUally in the first half of the semester I don't.

:even'.grade'the paper, but by mid-semester the students are getting

anxious to know how.they're d ng, so I begin grading.
,
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f
the 'other 4citrd of writing my basic classes do -lacontrolled,

r.guided, composition. This type of writing was originally devised

as a method of teaching:English as a foreign language. %Students are

given.a model"copposition, and they either copy it exas,t1Y-or rewrite

it according to certain instructions. Students progress -in graclUated

steps from simple copying to sentence manipulations that approach

entente :combining with subordination coordination, and modffication.

.They may change a- cornpositfon'written in ptesent tense, for ex mole,

something, that happened a hundred years ago, .or.instead of. the "I",'

pronoun they .wilf use "Mr. BrOwn",or 'he." I'm sure you, can see th

possibilities, For the first example., tense chabge, all verbs must be

recognized and given the past ending. In the- second example, third-

person'inditative forms come to the fore, not to mention intensive

practice with pronouns. In this type of writing students-do not need

to think about what they are .saying but only about how they are saying

it
The writing can be begun in class or done entirely outside of

clasS, I try to grade thepapers-the'day they're brought in, which can
,

be done very efficiently if the students are required to underline each-

change theyifave made, If the changes' have been made correctly, the

tudents go on to -the next step. Irnot, they sta4,-on the same step,

4
.

either writing another. Composition or rewriting the,same'one. ask

.for at least one composition -per week,'.-butmany students catch\on to

the thing and do many more. It's a method of writing'that can be

,

error-free. It provides practice on the forMs that-give basic writing
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